Kato: 302-1300
Chem: 326-3111 appmts
in Union center (Landy)
326-3109
morphology (Cheryl & Suji Lee)
326-3587

Chem phone visits:
1-425-502-3690
Cape Hill pharmacy 326-3487
N'gale 302-1335
Phy ther 302-1421
Sharon 326-4530
Elina 326-4530
Optometrist Lynne Kim 7/18 2
Shane 326-2111 Von...2/13
Sallie 326-3111
Rae 390-5152
Call 390-3162
Laudine 546-8856
Tony 365-5475 369-0132
Linda Self 206-780-2015
Ombuya 322-1969
Linda Sullivan 718-8841
David & Mary 985-3727

Becky 212-366-2908
Middle 2457
Glory 2575
Will Lowell 963-1248

Tiffany 714-6130
Week

Lasik - ms, 8:45
- return 10:30

Email Michelle!
Fre pickup

Ms. read thoroughly from "that away" to p. 270
- p. 262; from around here?

2+: Sharon
What can I do to be in best shape possible next Mon...?

-Dilo under here & lift up

2/15 April 27
2 PM Mon.
5 2 nd 10
2 A - desk
Thurs.
Home care to call by 10 set bed down
if not, call them.
Home - Till?
Check Elisa
Cobaltnum?
Gloves
Elisa: call back by 9
Shave needs? elec?
- change shorts 6 shirt
fox extension -
URR's Store Elec.
Blanket
Doug - 4
Trungee
2 Oxy can P 4 A N
back in 6:45-
Oxy cad$\frac{1}{2}$ a 10 8:30
- 8 + curb E 12 a +
5 harv (bed)
Oxy-cad @ 10:30 II
" 1 @ 12:30-1
" ½ @ 3?
" ½ @ 4:30?
Gy yen e b?
Dr. 6- rent on 10\%  
Oxy Card. Tyle  
- pres by m 20  
- couple days after  
- not ordered for  

Delivery: 4:00,  
it will need to be  
packed up @ N-
nurse Sarah Wagner

- Pondered to pick up

my box brought upstairs

Linda S - 1

Tony to call - 1

Sarah Wagner 1 ed

Draw - 1
4g cod 10:30 +

\[ \frac{1}{2} \] 12 AM

\[ 1 \] 1-1:30

\[ \frac{1}{2} - @ \] 3

6x crn+ @ 5 AM

Shoes - geth

Change Div

Noshing - April

Siri / Sarah

\[ 15 \text{ to email } \]

Sort, asking doing Mem
Pay Omega
+ type label on mixture
unlock door

Sharon 2 bath
Cheryl 2 Ding
Mepindolag - April!
Sarah 2 Adema 2 Weigh
(15 ato email)

5:30a: sleep during Mon.
Sarah:
not sure if Can
Handle Man + Trees
(she's 81...)
- weak, pain,
- urination / incontinence
- ultrasound
- hands / calves
E.O.S. might before?
Can't lie flat
(Sharon) transplantation
Mom, take: Vicks glows? shoes Acetate Walkman/63 M's Food flight move (suitcase) meal pack in car: key Tylenol patch, 5?

EOS: gown
no pat under me
need OxyContin
in wheelchair
(9 - oxycodone)
pack suitcase
fluid leakage
sticks or needles

Tally Lee
36V-0132
Pramoll

Blood drawn 07/4h 24 hrs / then
Pomid 0.75 g cap. A
& given 07/4h 24 hrs
after
Pom given cleaning
chemo infusion.
Shower normally

don't forget your pad on

.
Lee 390132
"Gate 3 presented today or tomorrow"

Magnum con
only coating
Oxy con done

Heating pad
Pension contrivs
9/20, 614

$20,000 into
Vgl promis
6/2 1/15

Transfer $614 into
?